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1 Acronyms, Applicable and Reference Documents 

1.1 Acronyms 
AAS American Astronomical Society 
ADMIT ALMA Data Mining toolkIT 
ALMA Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array 
ARC ALMA Regional Center 
ARTIST Adaptable Radiative Transfer Innovations for Submillimeter Telescopes  
CARTA Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy 
CASA Common Astronomy Software Applications 
CL Chile 
CUC CASA Users Committee 
HPC High Performance Computing 
EA Eastern Asia 
EVLA Extended Very Large Array 
EU European Union 
NA North America 
NRAO National Radio Astronomy Observatory 
RFI Radio Frequency Interference 
TBD To be determined 
XCLASS eXtended CASA Line Analysis Software Suite 

1.2 Applicable Documents 
[AD1] CUC Charge (2014-09-16) 
[AD2] Revised CUC (2016-08-01) 

1.3 Reference Documents 
[RD1] CASA Users Committee - Terms of Reference 
[RD2] CASA Users Committee 2014 Report 
[RD3] CASA Response to the 2014 CASA Users Committee Report 
[RD4] CASA Newsletter, issue 1 
[RD5] CASA Newsletter, issue 2 
[RD6] CASA Users Committee 2015 Report 
[RD7] CASA Response to the 2015 CUC Report 
[RD8] CASA Newsletter, issue 3 
[RD9] CASA Newsletter, issue 4 
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2 Introduction  

The CASA Users Committee was formed in 2014 on the initiative of the National Radio               
Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) Data Management and Software Department. Its charge is to            
provide feedback from the CASA users community on capabilities, usability, reliability and            
performance of the CASA software package, advising the CASA development team in the user              
perspective on these matters and informing development priorities [RD1]. In 2016 this charge             
was revised to include year to year tracking of CUC recommendations. 

 
The third CUC face to face meeting was held at NRAO Socorro on Sept 26-27, 2016. The goal                  
of this meeting was to update the CUC on CASA developments, review actions taken in response                
to the 2015 CUC recommendations and provide updated recommendations for the 2016-2017            
cycle.  
 
The attending CUC members were: 
Daniel Jacobs (chair) 2014/04 NA 
Alexander Karim 2014/04 EU 
Yi-Jehng Kuan 2016/09 TW 
Kazushi Sakamoto 2014/04 EA 
David Wilner 2014/04 EU 
Tomoya Hirota 2014/04 EA  
Ximena Fernandez 2015/09 NA 
Thibault Cavalie 2014/04 NA  
Rachel Friesen 2014/04 NA 
 
The CUC has nominated Alex Karim as its Deputy Chair. He will assist the Chair in the next 
months and eventually become the next CUC Chair in 2017.  
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2.1 Revised Charge 
Please comment on the capabilities, usability, reliability, and performance of CASA for current             
users of ALMA and the VLA. Should any of these areas be getting a significantly different                
allocation of effort than is currently the case? What areas would you de-emphasize as a               
consequence? 
 
The committee should comment on CASA project follow-up to their previous report – whether it               
is sufficient, whether any activities should be emphasized or de-emphasized. 

3 Meeting Agenda 
Mon September 26, 2016 
8:30  Executive Session 
9:00 Welcome, Logistics, Review of Charge Glendenning 
9:20 CASA Status (Initiatives, Progress, Planning) Kern 
10:00 ALMA Development Program Crossley 
10:30  Coffee Break 
10:45 Robustness / Crash Reporter Jacobs 
11:15 Topological Data AnalysisRosen 
11:45 AWS / XSEDE Robnett 
12:30 Lunch 
13:30 CASA Documentation and Communication Kern 
14:15 Pipeline Update / ALMA Review output Davis 
14:45 SAP Opportunity Karim 
15:00 Coffee 
15:15 Workshop: CASA Survey 
17:00 Executive Session 
19:00 Meeting Dinner 
 
Tuesday Sept 27, 2016 
8:30 Parallelization and HPC Castro 
9:00 CASA Environment (VLA, ALMA, etc) Ott 
9:45 Imaging Algorithm Status Bhatnagar 
10:30  Coffee Break 
10:30  Discussion 
12:00  Lunch 
13:30  Executive Session 
15:30  Preliminary report-out (open) 
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4 Report Summary 
The charge requests comment on capabilities, reliability, usability, and performance for current            
users of ALMA and EVLA. Specifically, the CUC is asked to assess and comment on the                
balance of effort between these areas.  
 
In the discussion the Committee considered the capability requirements of their constituent users             
to be generally well met by improvements and additions presented by the CASA team. Though               
further user survey data is needed, reliability received the most support from the committee as an                
area for continued focus. Unexplained crashes are commonly reported anecdotally, though data            
is scarce. In addition to the basic requirements of users, the Committee also considered how the                
perceived usability and performance etc might be different than actual. Users might not be aware               
of the significant improvements made to performance, or being unaware of bug fixes in new               
versions, harbor outdated notions. 
 
Not directly mentioned in the charge is the link to the user community, which the committee                
feels can address this perception gap. Improving the connections between the CASA team and              
the user community has been a continued thread through each year’s recommendations.            
Recommendations have included gathering user input via user surveys, organization of           
documentation, the creation of a User Liaison role in the CASA team, and communication with               
users. These have all been acted upon, though progress in some areas, such as hiring a Liaison,                 
has been slower. The Liaison position is hoped to be an additional resource and figures               
prominently in multiple CUC recommendations below. 
 
The Committee notes that once again the presentations from the CASA team at the face to face                 
meeting were the best parts of meeting; the team is doing great work and, as usual, much                 
progress has been made in the past year. 
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5 Focus Areas 
Here we will summarize last year’s recommendations, what the CUC learned this year, and make 
new recommendations. 

5.1 User Outreach  
Endorsement from 2015 
The CUC strongly endorses the creation of a community liaison position. 
 
Recommendations from 2015 
1) Begin to inform users for large changes such as the coming switch to the CARTA viewer. 
 
2) Work to help users lower their perceived threshold for submitting help tickets. Communicate 
to CASA users about how the ALMA and NRAO Helpdesks work on CASA issues and the kinds of 
questions that can be answered. 
 
Recommendations from this year 
1) Promote recent improvements on reliability and performance at international 
workshops and conferences 
2) Measure readership of CASA Newsletter to make sure it is reaching users. 
3) Continue trying to hire Community Liaison, advertise new advances on social media. 
 
Following the committee recommendation made in the 2014 CUC report, the CASA Team has              
released four issues of the CASA Newsletter. The CASA Newsletter is a prime medium for               
outreach and has a nice and easy-to-read format. The CUC is now looking forward to seeing                
statistics on readership at the next face-to-face meeting. 
 
The committee is pleased to see that the 3rd issue of the CASA Newsletter was used to tackle                  
down the 2015 recommendations of the CUC, by advertising new developments like ADMIT             
and CARTA, and providing details on how and when to use the CASA Helpdesk (and               
encouraging the users to submit tickets when help is needed). In addition, and relevant to this                
section, this issue contained an article presenting the Forum. 
 
During the 2015 meeting, it was clear that the CASA Team has put a lot of work into the                   
forthcoming release of CASA 5.0. A special highlight is the improvement in terms of              
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performance (e.g. benchmark plots) and reliability. We believe it is now time to give the               
visibility such work deserves to properly inform the user base on these improvements. This can               
be achieved by giving keynote presentations at a variety of workshops and conferences (e.g.,              
AAS, IAU, ALMA Community Days). We encourage the CASA Team to apply to such events               
and deliver the information to the users. 
 
Last but not least, the CUC is looking forward to interacting with the User Liaison, who shall be                  
appointed soon according to what was said at the last meeting. This new key player in outreach                 
should make him/her-self very visible at relevant conferences/workshop and we suggest a regular             
social media presence to complement the CASA Newsletter. 
 

5.2 Documentation  
Endorsement from 2015: 

Implementation of the new documentation philosophy to have three principal documents, i.e.            
CASA Guides, simplified in-line help, and HTML tree User Reference & Cookbook. The             
timescale of this CASA documentation update was not explicitly given in the committee             
meeting. We hope for significant progress toward it in the next (mainly- maintenance)             
development cycle for CASA 4.6 and expect to see the working version by the next CUC                
annual face-to-face meeting. 

 
Recommendations from 2015: 

1. Maintain a change-log of each task in the new CASA User Reference & Cookbook. 
2. Deprecate the CASA section of the NRAO Knowledgebase, work with the JAO or ARC to 

determine the policy for the CASA section of the ALMA Knowledgebase. 
3. Work together with the ALMA and NRAO Helpdesk/user-support teams to incorporate 

FAQs and their answers in the relevant CASA documentation.  
 
Endorsement this year: 
The CUC strongly endorses the plan to roll out the new plone docs html-tree 
documentation in the upcoming CASA version 5.0. 
 
Recommendations this year:  

1. Focus effort in filling out the plone docs, assuring that no relevant information is 
(temporarily) discontinued and that new CASA functionality is adequately covered  
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2. Prioritize the former over the implementation of inline documentation features that 
turn out to be more challenging to implement 

3. Advertise widely the updated CASA documentation structure and keep the users 
informed about upcoming new documentation features and the corresponding 
timescales (e.g., concerning inline documentation) 

4. Keep the CASA forum visible and monitor ongoing discussions as well as 
CASA-related help tickets for inspiration wherever the plone docs content may 
profit from clarification 

    
We are impressed and happy with the rapid action taken by the CASA team to design and                 
implement the new documentation system (plone docs). This is a big effort and we continue to                
encourage aggressive action concerning the planned release in the upcoming CASA version 5.0.  
 
Naturally, we thereby envision a rather complete coverage of CASA functionality that had             
previously been documented. The CASA users should not face a bridge period during which              
previously available helpful documentation becomes temporarily unavailable. At the same time           
we envision previously undocumented or only marginally documented as well as new CASA             
functionality to be covered in the new documentation system at a high pace. 
 
The implementation of the new documentation system should be considered a major success of              
the CASA team and its value for the users should be highlighted and advertised appropriately. A                
description of the new features could be covered in an upcoming CASA newsletter issue and the                
users should be informed similarly about any future plans for documentation improvements.  
 
Improvement of CASA documentation can gain much from user inputs, e.g., regarding the             
information that users want but cannot find in existing documents, or any error or ambiguity in                
the documents. There are two major paths for the user inputs, helptickets (ALMA and VLA) and                
NRAO online Forum. Regarding helptickets, we learned at the F2F meeting that most of the               
CASA-related tickets were either due to genuine bugs or incomplete documentation (i.e., it is              
rare that users submit a helpticket about an issue that can be resolved with existing documents.)                
This means that helptickets are a good source to learn where and how to improve the existing                 
documents. We recommend the CASA team (maybe the new Liaison) to work with the helpdesk               
teams to get most out of this information source. Regarding the Forum, we appreciate that CASA                
users have recently been pointed to the CASA forum via the CASA newsletter and encourage the                
CASA team to keep stimulating online discussions among the CASA users. In order to identify               
shortcomings in the existing documentation we also recommend to monitor these discussions and             
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inform the users that their participation will aid CASA documentation efforts. The new CASA              
liaison person may be put in charge of the forum monitoring on a regular basis. 
 
We recognize that the implementation and release of the new plone docs as well as the                
aforementioned ongoing documentation effort constitute demanding tasks. The CUC also          
recognizes that a condensed and refurbished inline help system is technically more challenging             
to implement than initially assumed. As a result, our recommendation is to focus on the release                
of the plone docs and the continued documentation effort within this system while de-prioritizing              
new development efforts such as an updated inline help. However, the CUC is interested to               
discuss a reasonable timeline for the latter latest during our next annual meeting.  
 
The CUC is aware that value-added hands-on documentation in form of casaguides is much              
appreciated by the user community. As outlined elsewhere in this document, we strongly             
recommend to cover new CASA features in additional dedicated casaguides. However, the CUC             
is also aware that publication of casaguides is not an immediate duty of the CASA team. We                 
hence encourage the CASA team to motivate the respective stakeholders to take action and assist               
them in the corresponding efforts. 

5.3 Reliability  
Recommendations from 2015 

1) Prioritize the implementation of a crash reporter in CASA.  
2) Monitor the trend of bug reports from users. 
3) Encourage the users to report their problems. 

Endorsement: Continue to keep the crash reporter high priority and target inclusion with 5.0 
Recommendation this year: 

1) Use CUC members for beta testing. 
2) Make sure to collect the casa logs to identify what the user was doing at the time of 

the crash. 
3) Use survey data to determine if a new OS should be supported. 

 
The committee heard a report on development of a crash reporter. When enabled by a hidden                
option in the user’s .casarc file an independent process will run the background and in the event                 
of a crash of the parent casa process will send diagnostic information back to the developers.                
The committee noted that the development seemed to be well along but still being thought of at a                  
fairly low level, with diagnostic information including stack trace and core dumps. In practice              
diagnostic information should include the higher level casa logs to identify the task responsible.              
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No doubt other needed info will emerge with actual use; CUC recommends using CUC members               
as early adopters to help test as soon as it is ready. 
 
In discussions it became clear that one cause of instability and crashes might be use of CASA on                  
unsupported operating systems. CASA is currently only compiled for Red Hat and MacOS.             
Anecdotally the CUC found that many users might be using Ubuntu and experiencing trouble              
related, however survey data are required to ascertain the true prevalence of non-supported             
operating systems. Therefore we recommend that the “desired OS” question be added to the user               
survey and that addition of a new supported OS be considered if supported by user demand. 
 

5.4 User Servicing  
Recommendation from last year: 

1) Add the ability to endorse JIRA tickets 
Endorsement from last year: 

1) Hire a User Liaison 
Endorsements this year: 

1) Continue searching for a Liaison. 
2) Wait until a new ticket system to add ticket endorsement 

Recommendations: 
1) Include more detailed ticket summary 
2) Record and report to CUC statistics on help-desk and JIRA tickets. 

 
The committee heard a report on the number of help desk and development tickets which it                
found illuminating. Out of ~300 CASA-related helpdesk tickets in recent six months, there were              
~60 JIRA tickets from which we infer that a good fraction of user interactions result in                
actionable development tasks. The committee looks forward to such reports in the future from              
the User Liaison covering trends in help desk tickets and the flow of these issues through the                 
development process. 
 
The committee recognizes the difficulty of adding an “endorsement” feature to the JIRA ticket              
list and is happy to leave this as a helpdesk interaction. However, problem summaries in the                
ticket list are too terse to be useful and we request that a more detailed problem description be                  
included. 
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5.5 Computing  
Recommendations last year: 

1. Develop a casaguide on parallelization. 
 
Recommendations this year: 

1. Provide concise/visible benchmarks along with hardware recommendations for        
CASA.  

2. Continue to make progress on parallelization, including development of plone          
documentation and a specific casaguide. 

3. Press on cloud computing solutions and engage users in this effort. 
 
Typical ALMA and VLA datasets are now sufficiently large that they strain the processing              
capabilities available to much of the community at home institutions. The perception that CASA              
is slow remains hard to shake. However, the situation for users continues to evolve rapidly, as a                 
number of software improvements have been completed, commodity hardware develops, CASA           
parallelization implementation progresses, and commercial cloud solutions start to emerge at           
manageable price points. 
 
The CUC encourages ongoing updates to the web page of CASA hardware considerations and              
recommendations. This information is generally very helpful to understand the current tradeoffs            
with CPU, memory, and I/O. We suggest that the specific hardware recommendations could be              
made even more useful with a few examples, perhaps tied to datasets already described in CASA                
guides, including benchmarks for processing times. 
 
The CUC was pleased to see continued advances in CASA parallelization. Impressive progress             
was reported on tclean and some of the calibration tasks that lend themselves most easily to                
processing with multiple cores. The benchmarking  
results are impressive and should be circulated to the wider community (e.g. in the              
announcement of the latest version, the CASA Newsletter, etc.). Since speed-up depends            
critically on I/O, we recommend benchmarking against that capability. The rollout of the             
parallelization documentation has been slow, but it appears on track with consolidation in to the               
new Plone framework. We reiterate the need for a detailed parallelization-specific casaguide, in             
order for users to understand and to take best advantage of the notable developments in CASA                
parallelization. We also endorse the idea of holding workshops at the ALMA ARCs and VLA               
dedicated to CASA parallelization. 
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The CUC was very intrigued with the tests on CASA cloud computing platforms. High              
performance computing (HPC) systems are required to process the larger datasets, but only large              
institutions and some project teams have the resources required to purchase and maintain             
systems of the necessary scale. Perhaps even more important going forward, cloud computing             
may allow for projects that aren't possible even with existing ALMA or VLA HPC systems. The                
early tests of CASA on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and NSF/XSEDE look very promising.              
We strongly encourage further development of cloud computing for CASA. We note that the              
"pay as you go" cost model for commercial cloud computing is new to most CASA users, and                 
adoption will face challenges. We recommend identification and engagement with select users            
who clearly would benefit from cloud computing and could perform further tests. Ideally,             
NRAO could provide these users with compute time (e.g. on AWS) to lower the barrier and                
provide a useful environment for conducting demanding processing tasks. 

5.6 CARTA  
Recommendations from 2015: 

1. No additional CASA resources should be allocated to further develop the CASA Viewer             
(rely on CARTA instead).  

2. Prepare for making CARTA the main CASA viewer, for which users currently have many              
complaints. 

 
Recommendations this year: 

1. Begin creating CARTA guides and documentation for users. Continue to inform           
users of the switch from the viewer in the CASA Newsletter.  

2. Use the CUC and experts in the community as beta testers prior to roll-out in CASA                
5.0  

3. Continue to work on the critical issues that will negatively impact users, such as              
asynchronous operation 

 
The Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy (CARTA) will replace the CASA viewer              
over the next few years. CARTA is a very ambitious project, and when ready will be an excellent                  
tool for users to view and analyze their data.  
 
The committee was very pleased with the arrangement with the ACDC to continue CARTA              
development and support, while keeping the original project scientist in a lead role. This will               
ensure continuity in knowledge transfer, particularly in creating the initial documentation that            
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will be critical for users making the switch from the current viewer. With respect to               
documentation, the committee recommends that CARTA guides be developed to demonstrate the            
most frequent use cases, in a similar vein to CASAguides.  
  
The CARTA team led a hands-on, user feedback session in Charlottesville in Spring 2016. It was                
reported that this gave the developers actionable feedback and highlighted real-world successes            
and ongoing issues. The ACDC needs to continue to work on the big picture items that will                 
negatively impact users, such as the asynchronous operation of the GUI. User testing of CARTA               
is therefore clearly important. The committee recommends that continued effort be taken to             
promote beta testing of CARTA within the community through the CASA Newsletter and             
targeted emails to, e.g., selected PIs of successful ALMA or VLA programs. Members of the               
CUC are also happy to contribute to beta testing.  
 
The committee understands that the transition period from the viewer will extend across the next               
few years, through the addition of interactive clean. We continue to recommend communication             
with users about this change, through inclusion of CARTA updates and descriptions of CARTA              
features in the CASA newsletter and in the CASA release notes. The committee looks forward to                
updates on CARTA, and suggests including a demo in the next F2F meeting.  

5.7 Calibration Pipelines  
Endorsements: 

1. Continue working on JVLA and ALMA pipelines,  with an emphasis on reducing 
the human effort required across the entire process.  

2. We  encourage continued collaboration with the Scientific Computing Institute to 
eventually redesign the weblog interface to efficiently inspect the results of the 
pipeline 

 
We are encouraged to see the continued development of the ALMA and JVLA calibration              
pipelines. The CASA team has been improving the ALMA pipeline using flagging heuristics,             
adding features to the JVLA pipeline that are necessary for spectral line science, and started               
testing capabilities for the VLASS.  
 

However, we worry that the human effort involved in the pipelines is considerable. This              
translates to a delay in data ALMA delivery (as shown in the plot comparing the fully observed                 
data and the data delivered to the PI). There are several ways to tackle this issue. In the short                   
term, we encourage the CASA team to use flagging heuristics, define better QA metrics and               
scores, and continue improving the weblog interface. In the long term, we look forward to               
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seeing the analysis from the Scientific Computing Team from the University of Utah. An outside               
perspective will possibly bring valuable insight in redesigning the weblog interface to efficiently             
determine the success of the pipeline.  

5.8 Imaging Pipelines  
Recommendations from 2015: 

1. Keep the imaging pipeline development as the highest priority. 
2. Continued priority in developing the imaging pipeline. 
3. Develop a CASA guide on the pipeline. 

  
Recommendations this year: 

1. Update casaguides and plone docs, specifically a guide to re-imaging with different 
parameters.  

Endorsement: 
Define imaging results/heuristics as needed. 

 
The CASA team regards the imaging pipelines for VLASS and ALMA as high priority              

projects, and many initiatives endorsed by the CUC have received serious effort since the last               
year. Despite a lack of ALMA Cycle-3 test data and late changes to imaging pipeline               
requirements for ALMA Cycle-4, there have been lots of progress in the development for the               
imaging pipelines. The CUC welcomes the first deployment of the imaging pipeline for ALMA              
Cycle-4. The committee also recognizes that the CASA team has made lots of progress defining               
imaging pipeline heuristics, such as continuum subtraction, sensitivity estimation, and finding           
threshold and number of iteration in clean. 

The CUC appreciates that telescope operation is the current priority and is pleased with the               
level of effort to commission the imaging pipelines. The CUC recommends that the progress of               
the past year should be captured in updates to casaguides and the plone docs. Specifically, a                
guide to re-imaging with different parameters would be helpful for users. The CUC is pleased to                
hear that the CASA user support team is already planning to develop casaguides for pipelines.               
The CUC encourages their continuous efforts in the coming year. Definition of imaging             
results/heuristics is recognized as an ongoing question. This should be quantified though the             
detailed recommendations are beyond the scope of this committee. 
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5.9 Imaging Developments  
Recommendations this year: 

1. Make sure the imager documentation provides sufficient information on new modes 
and stimulate or recruit an updated casaguide. 

2. Consider closer involvement of expert users to test and full commission challenging 
imager modes 

3. Keep the CUC informed about a roadmap for new data combination modes 
 
The CUC is pleased that tclean reaches convergence and is scheduled to fully replace the               
previous clean task in the upcoming CASA 5.0 release. Given the substantial development effort              
that went into refactoring the clean task and considering the still limited (expert) human              
resources available, the CUC considers the full tclean release a major achievement. The CUC              
considers it very positive that the imager team will profit from a new staff position for                
algorithmic research and development. 
 
As reported to the CUC, (expert) users in the community have successfully used tclean at the                
toolkit level, demonstrating its flexibility and performance. While the CUC is certain that the              
CASA team is working on an extended documentation of the new imager, certainly casaguides              
showing hands-on examples for new tclean-modes -- even used only on the tool-level -- would               
be certainly much appreciated by the community. Perhaps the initial expert users could be              
motivated to contribute to such efforts. 
 
Community involvement may also be fruitful for testing certain (new) modes of the imager. The               
CUC understands that certain challenges persist for fully commissioning tclean. These are            
related to identifying adequate test data as well as in defining suitable tests. Particularly,              
exploring pathways for full polarization imaging or memory-intensive parallel processing of           
full-resolution VLA data sets may demand a close interaction with expert/large program users.             
As mentioned above, for the latter NRAO may seek to provide these users with commercial               
computing time within a residence-mode data shared-risk processing scheme.  
 
What remains somewhat unclear is what strategies exist (if any) to allow for more flexible               
imaging of heterogeneous arrays incl. the case of combination with single dish data. The CUC is                
aware of a growing community demand for combined imaging products. This is true for a               
substantial fraction of the ALMA community but also widely beyond it. An intensified effort to               
provide the CASA users with more diverse data combination approaches would be of interest.              
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Such effort could be made through external collaborations like CARTA or ADMIT            
demonstrated, unless the new additions to the CASA dev team (see below) provide enough              
flexibility for such endeavours. In this context it should be noted that the CUC appreciates the                
depreciation of scantables and full integration of measurement sets for single dish data.  
 

5.10 Additions to the CASA dev team (ACDC) / new stakeholder 
committee  
 
Recommendations this year: 

1. The CUC would value to be kept updated about the long-term mission of the ASIAA 
CASA Development Center  

2. For fruitful interaction the CUC requests a report from the new CASA internal 
stakeholders committee in our annual meeting.  

3. We suggest the new CASA liaison person to be included in some of the deliberations 
of the internal stakeholder committee. 

4. We suggest to monitor the need for additions to the stakeholders committee given 
the ongoing expansion of the CASA team and externally funded development efforts 

 
The CUC is excited to see the ongoing substantial expansion of the CASA team through the                
newly established ASIAA CASA Development Center (ACDC). We are pleased to see this new              
addition to the CASA team and that it secures development support for CARTA throughout its               
initial year. The CUC understands that this rather large personnel change is a sufficiently new               
opportunity and that the long-term mission of the ACDC has not been fully defined at this stage.                 
Therefore, we would appreciate to learn more about its future goals and corresponding possible              
changes in management priorities during our next annual meeting.  
 
The ACDC is only one example of valuable engagement in CASA development. As the              
examples of CARTA, XCLASS or ADMIT show, externally funded development efforts may            
also grow in importance and may end up in additional longer term development/maintenance             
support demands. While to a certain extent it is unclear to the CUC whether the ACDC follows                 
an autonomous interest roadmap or seeks to collaborate with external contributors on its own, it               
should be noted that it is beyond the scope of the CUC to specifically comment on such                 
management matters. However, this example shows that potentially the number of internal            
stakeholders tends to grow over time. 
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Therefore the CUC recognizes the importance of the broader collaborative nature of            
development prioritization and approves the effort to bring together a broader selection of             
stakeholders in the newly established internal committee, effectively replacing CASA’s scientific           
steering committee. We advise to consider opening this committee for new substantive members.             
This would help streamline the key priorities for CASA development and prevent autonomous             
development prioritization of internal sub-groups. 
 
We are convinced that the CUC annual meetings would strongly profit from a report from the                
internal stakeholders committee, in person or at least in written form. For sufficient             
inter-committee interaction we additionally consider it useful to engage the new CASA liaison             
person to follow the essential discussions among the internal stakeholders personally and to be              
present at the CUC annual meeting. 

5.11 External Contributions 
The committee notes the positive impact of external developments such as ADMIT, XCLASS,             
and CARTA. This addition of new functionality by outside groups has enjoyed some success,              
however the committee notes that the CASA group is wary of providing long term support even                
for such externally funded efforts. Other projects which use CASA as a base to provide new                
functionality but have not partnered closely have had difficulty maintaining stability building on             
top of each new CASA version. There is an acknowledged tension between CASA’s mission of               
supporting the primary telescopes and existing tools and a desire to encourage a broad user               
community. Here the committee makes recommendations, discussed during the face to face,            
which might reduce this tension. 
 
Recommendations: 

1) Maintain a “power user” changelog documenting API changes or known/reported 
issues which might affect users using CASA to develop tools. Include a note 
requesting error reports via helpdesk. 

2) Publish casaguide documenting build process.  
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